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Abstract

Optimization of a biogas reactor system, to maximize its profits, is a natural
step to become a more competitive electricity source. This is done by first for-
mulating mixed integer linear program (MILP), of an abstract biogas reactor
system, which is then implemented with parameters to simulate a real biogas
reactor system. Then to solve a MILP problem, a solver is used. Depending
on what solver is used to solve the problem, the run-time and solution may
differ a lot. That is the reason why FarmBioTech AB is interested in the eval-
uation of the solvers Cplex, Gurobi, Glpk, and Cbc when applied to a biogas
reactor system model. The solvers are evaluated by checking if they manage
to find feasible solutions that are at most 1% from the optimal solution within
a run-time limit of one hour. Both Gurobi and Cplex managed to find quality
solutions within the given run-time limit, while Glpk and Cbc did not.
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1 Introduction

In this section the biogas reactor system, the problem background will be introduced and related
work will be presented.

1.1 Biogas reactor system

A biogas reactor is an airtight tank that facilitates a process where microorganisms digest biomass
and then produce gas (see figure 1). There are two main methods that are used to control the level
of gas production in the reactor. The first method is to insert fresh biomass through the inlet for the
microorganisms to digest so that there is an increase in the produced gas. The other method is to
mix the slurry (biomass, microorganism, and water) to release pockets of gas trapped in the slurry.

When the produced gas exits the reactor tank through the biogas pipe and it is stored in a gas con-
tainer which holds it until it is used to fuel a heat engine that runs a generator. The generator produces
electricity which in turn can be stored in a battery or is sent to the producer’s internal power grid.
Because a power grid needs to be in an equilibrium the used and produced electricity needs to be the
same. This is achieved by either buying or selling electricity from the national power grid.

Figure 1: Schematic of a biogas reactor. It is by the inlet biomass is inserted into the reactor, when
insertion is done some of the slurry needs to be removed to keep the volume about the same.
The biomass is removed by first entering the expansion chamber where it cools off so that
the production process of biogas stops before it is removed via the outlet. The biogas pipe
is connected to a gas container which stores the produced gas.

In today’s production of electricity from biogas, the producers run their reactors without taking in
the account of the different spot prices for the electricity during the course of the day1. Even though
the hourly market prices for the electricity is presented a day ahead. For example, on January the

1All the loading, mixing and electricity production is done within fixed time periods
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first 2018, the highest price was 269.7Kr/MWh and the lowest was 174.8Kr/MWh [1]. And the
electricity spot prices are always released between 12:00-13:00 for the next day. Which means that
in total there are 34 to 36 hours of electricity prices that can be used to optimize the biogas reactor
system.

Another factor that contributes to non-optimized operational schedule’s for biogas reactors is that
the government in Sweden gives support for biogas production by giving the producers contributions
based on the supports budget for the year, the total amount of gas produced during the support period,
on how much of the gas production can be assumed to come from manure and on how much gas
they produce [2]. So the producers have chosen to maximize the reactors gas production to get as
much as possible from this support instead of maximizing their profits from the reactors. In order for
biogas reactors to become a more competitive electricity source, an optimization of them is needed
to be done with both the gas support and spot prices in mind.

1.2 Problem background

In this thesis, a mixed integer linear programming model (MILP) for the electricity production from
a biogas reactor will be formulated to represent the optimization problem. When the MILP is created
and implemented in a programming environment it can be solved by using a variety of solvers. The
solvers use different algorithms to find solutions to the problem. And depending on what algorithm
the solver is using the solution and execution time can vary quite a bit. There are both commercial
and open-source solvers available. The commercial solvers used in this thesis is Gurobi and Cplex.
And the open-source solvers used in this thesis are Glpk and Cbc.

FarmbioTech AB has assigned me the task of creating the task of creating the MILP model, and solve
it with the above-mentioned solvers to evaluate the solver’s performance on this model. The research
question to be answered in the thesis is, can the solver find feasible solutions to the optimizations
within the run-time limit of one hour and a gap tolerance of 1%. The size reduction of the pre-solving
will also be measured to give an indication of the size of the problem for each solver. The reason for
doing this is to create the basis on which solver FarmBioTech should decide to use.

1.3 Related work

As for related work, there is a lot of work done in the field of MILP, which has been around since
the 1960s, and really started blooming around the year 1990-2000 when MIP solvers started using
cutting-plane techniques [3]. In this thesis, only well-established methods will be used to build the
MILP model (see section 4.1 for the model).

And for the evaluation of the solvers applied to the model, there are not really any general framework
on how to evaluate it. Since the evaluation criteria heavily depend on the problem the solvers are
used on, and what the goal of the optimization is. But there are some studies made to evaluate the
solver’s performance on different linear programming problems.

For example, in the study made by Meindl et. al. [4], they analyzed both commercial and open source
solvers ability to solve cell suppression problems (CSP). Where they first looked at performance
comparisons of the solvers done on benchmark test data. Then they set up a case study where the
solvers solved 400 CSP problems each, to compare the run-time and solution.

And in the study made by Lin et. al. [5], they formulated integer linear programming formulations
of four variants of the participant selection problem (PSP) to evaluate the relative performance of
popular optimization solvers. Where they also first compared the solver’s performance through
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benchmark results and then evaluated the results of the solvers by run-time and solutions on the
different PSP problems.

While the problems that are evaluated in the above-mentioned articles is not the same as in this
thesis, the general structure on how to evaluate the solvers could be used. Since benchmark results
give a good idea on how the solvers perform on a wide range of problems, and one could also look at
benchmark problems that are similar to the problem in this thesis to give a better indication on how
the solvers will perform (see section 3.4 for benchmark results).

As for the selection of run-time limits, Meindel et. al. did not have one, all their problems ran until
they had a global optimum. While Lin et. al. choose run-time limits of 1000 and 2000 seconds,
the reason they chose two different time limits is so that they could see if solvers that performed
badly could get better results given more time. Since the problem in this thesis is time sensitive, the
optimization needs to be done as fast as possible so that the new optimized operation’s schedule can
be employed to the biogas reactor system as fast as possible a run-time limit of 1 hour is set.
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2 Mixed integer linear programming

This sections object is to briefly introduce the reader to the what a MILP is.

A MILP is a linear program (LP) where the variables in the program is allowed to take on both
integer and continuous values. A LP is procedure used to optimize a linear objective function, that
is subject to linear equality/inequality constraints. Where the linear equality/inequality’s each define
a half space, and the intersections of the half spaces defines a convex polytope that is the feasible
region of the program [6].

And the objective of the LP is always to either maximize or minimize the objective function so that
it finds the largest or smallest value, while all variables in the LP still are within the feasible region.

A LP in its standard form (see formulation 2.1) is made up by the objective function which is cT x,
the constraints Ax ≤ b and x ≥ 0. Where c and b are vectors with known coefficients, A is a matrix
of known coefficients, x is a vector of variables that should be decided and T is the matrix transpose.

A important method used when solving MILPs is to relax the integer requirements for the variables
that has them, when doing this the problem is called a LP relaxation.

Maximize cT x
subject to Ax ≤ b
and x ≥ 0

(2.1)

When a MILP model is created in the modelling language Pyomo it applies mathematical manip-
ulations to reformulate it into the standard form before it is passed to the solver used to solve the
problem [7].
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3 Solver

In this section, how the solver’s work will be explained and the solvers that will be used in this
thesis will get an introduction. Since the solvers use the same core of methods and algorithms to
solve a MILP problem, and the core will be explained. Also benchmark results of the solvers will be
compared to each other to reach a prediction on how the solvers will perform.

3.1 Pre-solver

The pre-solve is a set of preprocessing procedures that the solvers invoke to reduce the size and to
strengthen the formulation of the problem. By removing redundant information, such as unnecessary
rows, it can fixate variables, identifies upper bounds, and more. All with the goal of speeding up the
solving process. There are two kinds of pre-solving, first the pre-solving that is done to the initial
problem. Second, the pre-solve that is used at the beginning of each sub-problem in the branch-and-
bound (BAB) search tree [8]. The size of a MILP problem greatly affects the time it takes to solve
it, which makes the pre-solving processes an important aspect of the solver [9][8].

What methods a solver use in the pre-solving is dependant on what methods that are implemented in
solver itself and which settings are used for those methods.

3.2 Branch-and-cut

Branch-and-cut (BAC) is the solving algorithm the solvers use to solve a MILP problem. BAC uses
the combination of two techniques to solve a problem, BAB and cutting planes.

Where BAB can be considered as a divide-and-conquer approach to solving the MILP. The dividing
is done by systematically generating a series of sub-problems that is solved, and the conquering is
done by progressively tightening the upper and lower bounds on the objective value of the original
MILP problem. This process can be viewed as a BAB tree, which is an enumeration tree for control-
ling how the sub-problems are generated and solved. When illustrating the tree it is drawn upside
down, with original problems LP relaxations optimal solutions at the top, in the root node. If that LP
optimal solution satisfies the non-relaxed requirements the MILP is solved. If not, that LP-objective
value is set to the initial upper bound on the MILPs objective value and the node is divided into two
new branches with a child node at each branch (two new sub-problems are created). The divide is
made valid by inequality constraints that have the following properties:

(a) They cut away the current LP non-integer optimum point and other fractional regions.

(b) The two new child nodes still contains the same integer feasible region as before.

(c) The LP relaxations solution on a node contributes with information if further branching is
needed on that node or if the node can be pruned (marked so that no more branching is done
on this node). There are three indications on when a node can be pruned:
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(i) There are no feasible LP solutions in the sub-problem.
(ii) There is an integer optimum solution in the sub-problem.

(iii) The original problems lower bound is greater or equal to the-sub problems optimum
upper bound.

(d) A better lower bound on the objective value of the original MILP.

If a node is pruned by finding an optimum solution in a sub-problem, the original MILP problems
lower bound on the objective value can be raised by the optimum solution on the sub-problem. Also
when an integer solution to a sub-problem is found it used as the candidate solution to the original
MILP problem if it exceeds the previous [10].

There are a lot of different cutting planes algorithms that can be applied, so none will not be ex-
plained in detail. But an explanation on when they are used and what their general objective is will
be given.

First when the optimal solution of the original LP relaxation is found, and if it only finds a relaxed
solution the cutting planes algorithms are used to find more linear constraints which still satisfies
all the original non-relaxed integer points but is violated by the current relaxed solution. Those
inequalities can then be inserted into the linear program so that when the LP relaxation is resolved
it yields a different solution which is hopefully less fractional. The cutting planes are also used with
the same objective as mentioned above when solving the LP relaxations of the sub-problems created
in the BAB search tree. When cutting planes are used on the sub-problems the new inequalities
created can be either used on the sub-problem or the global problem, depending on which set of
non-relaxed integers they cut [11].

3.3 Gap

When a MILP is a maximization problem, there always should be a valid lower bound on the optimal
solution of that MILP. Such we know that we will never have to accept an integer solution of a value
lower than that value. In a BAB search, there are also always a valid upper bound, which is acquired
by taking the maximum of the optimal objective values of all the current leaf nodes. The gap is the
difference between the current lower and upper bounds, and the gap tolerance is how far a found
feasible solution can be from the valid upper bound to allow for early termination [12][13]. One
of the reasons why MILPs are so powerful to use is because of the gap since it always gives a
measurement on how far from a potential global optimal solution a found local solution is.

3.4 Benchmark

In a benchmark1 of the solvers Gurobi, Cplex and Cbc that was done the year 2018 on the MI-
PLIB2010 benchmark set the Gurobi solver performed best by solving the most problems and faster
than the rest [14]. Cplex came second by solving the same amount of problems but was slower in
solving them. Cbc was the worst solver of the ones both in this benchmarking and of the ones that
are gonna be used in this thesis. Glpk was not tested in the previous benchmarking but is worse than
Cbc [15] in speed and the number of problems solved.

To make a better comparison between benchmark results and this problem, a closer look into the
problem in the MIPLIB2010 solved set was taken to find a problem with similar size and constraints

1The benchmarking ran for two hours on the MIPLIB2010 benchmark set. If the execution time reached the time limit
that problem counted as unsolved.
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[16] to the implemented problem in this thesis. In the benchmark 14 threads where used, rest of the
solver’s settings were the default.

The problem neos-631710 is one of the most similar, where the problem has is 11.11% more rows,
15% more columns, and there are 18% more binary variables than in the problem in this thesis. As
seen in table 1, both Gurobi, Cplex solved the problem with a global optimum within an hour. And
Cbc found a feasible solution with a gap of 9.4% and stopped due to reaching the time limit of two
hours. And the problem vpphard2 is quite larger, where the problem has 30% more rows, 37.99%
more columns, and 18.56% more binary variables. Both Gurobi and Cplex solved the problem with
a global optimum solution within an hour, and Cbc found a feasible solution with an undefined gap
while stopping when the time limit was reached.

Glpk was not used in solving the neos-631710 or vpphard2 problems, but since it performed worse
than Cbc on another benchmark test one could conclude that it will probably perform worse on the
problem in this thesis too. And while neos-631710 or vpphard2 is a bit different than this thesis
problem, they can act indication on how they will perform. Even though the benchmark was done
on a much more powerful computer both Gurobi and Cplex will most likely solve the problem within
an hour with a gap, less or equal to 0.01%. While Cbc will find a feasible solution within an hour,
but it has a larger gap than tolerated.

Table 1 Benchmark results for Cplex, Gurobi and Cbc.

Problem name Solver Dual bound Primal Bound Gap% Time (s) Status Solution
neos-631710 Cbc 188.25 206 9.4 7233 stopped ok
neos-631710 Cplex 203 203 0 205 ok ok
neos-631710 Gurobi 203 203 0 1194 ok ok
vpphard2 Cbc 0 217 - 7196 stopped ok
vpphard2 Cplex 81 81 0 32 ok ok
vpphard2 Gurobi 81 81 0 54 ok ok

The benchmark results for the neos-631710 and vpphard2 problems solved with the solvers Cplex, Gurobi, and
Cbc. Where status is the termination status and stopped means that it reached the time limit [16]. The problems
were chosen because of their similarity in size to the problem in this thesis. Dashes indicate that it is undefined.
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4 Method

The purpose of this section is to present the method used to create the model, implement the model,
how to solve the model, and how to evaluate the solvers from the results. All the notations for the
model can be found in the model notation appendix.

First, an abstract model will be created that represents a biogas reactor system, this will be done with
a mixed integer linear program. Then the model will be implemented in Pyomo and solved with each
solver with data from 5 consecutive days. One optimization for each day of data, the parameters that
should be set from the previous optimization will be done so. Except for the first optimization, that
will have all those parameters set to zero.

This will be done with two sets of parameters, where the first is used to represent when the mixing
and loading of the reactor are done with fixed time periods (when referring to this datasets optimiza-
tion’s, baseline optimization will be used). The second set of parameters represents when loads and
mixes can be done with varying time periods (when referring to this datasets optimization’s, non-fix
optimization will be used).

The solvers will be set with a run-time limit of 1 hour for all the optimizations. If the time limit is
reached for a solver the best feasible solution will be used, and if there are days with no feasible so-
lutions a non-default BAB tree node selection will be selected (depth first1) and those optimizations
will be redone. If the solver finds feasible solutions for all the days but reaches the run-time limit
with the new node selection a gap tolerance2 of 1% will be tested. The reason for a 1% gap tolerance
is that it can speed up the time to reach a feasible solution quite much but still have a relatively good
solution.

When the solvers are finished, their optimization’s objective values from the baseline optimization’s
will be compared to the non-fixed optimization’s to see how much profits can be made by changing
the parameters. Also, the solver with the best baseline optimization’s objective values will be used
to compare with the rest of the solver’s non-fixed optimization’s. The reason for doing that is that
the baseline optimizations represents how biogas reactors operate today. If a solvers non-fixed opti-
mization’s objective values are worse than the best baseline optimization’s objective values it means
that the biogas reactor system earns less by using the non-fix operations, which is not acceptable.

When comparing the run-time of the solvers, Pyomo’s internal wall time counter will be used3.
And since the size of the problem greatly affects the time it takes to solve the problem, the solvers
pre-solvers will also be measured by how much they manage to reduce the initial problem size to
[9].

1Depth first node selection often finds a feasible solution faster, but takes longer to find the global optimum.
2Default gap tolerance is 0.01%.
3The reason for that is, when Cbc is set to use more than one thread it measures the cpu time very different than the rest

of the solvers, which will make it hard to compare them.
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4.1 Model

The objective of the model is to formulate the operations and behavior of an abstract biogas reactor
system(see figure 2). Where the primary operations are the loading of biomass into the reactor and
mixing of the biomass slurry.

When the gas is produced it is stored in a gas container which holds it until it is used to fuel a heat
engine that runs a generator. The generator produces electricity which in turn can be stored in a
battery or is sent to the producer’s power grid. Because a power grid needs to be in an equilibrium
the used and produced electricity needs to be the same. This is achieved by either buying or selling
electricity from the national power grid.

Figure 2: A graphic overview of the model.

When designing the model a big focus was in creating it as abstract as possible so that its parameters
easily could be changed so it can describe a different biogas reactor systems. It is also designed so
that the values at the last time period for the optimization should be used as starting value for the next
day’s optimization if it is the first time running the optimization these values need to be estimated or
acquired from the system itself.

The model consists of four sets of discrete time periods. First Tt = {t1lb, ..., t2ub} represents all
the time periods of the optimization and the time periods after the optimization when the binary
variables from the piecewise linearization of the gas production still can exist. Then there also are
the set T = {t1lb, ..., t2ub} and two subsets of T, Tl = {t1lb, ..., t1ub} and Thigh = {t2lb, ..., t2ub}.
Where the annotation ub stands for upper bound, lb stands for lower bound and t stands for the
time period. The first set T represents all the time periods, the subset Tl for the first 24 hours of
the optimization and the subset Th represents the last 12 hours. The reason why the time periods
are divided into subsets is that new spot prices are released after Tl for the next day, so Th will be
re-optimized.

The model also includes sets for the loading and mixing operations, with the same structure as
the time. Where L = {l1lb, .., l2ub} is the set of all loads, and the loads that should be done
during the first 24 hours (Ll = {l1lb, .., l1ub}) and the loads that should be done in the last 12
hours (Lh = {l2lb, .., l2ub}). The mixing sets are M = {m1lb, ..,m2ub} which is for all the mixes,
and Ml = {m1lb, ..,m1ub} are for the first 24 hours and Mh = {m2lb, ..,m2ub} are for the last 12
hours. There are also sets for the indices for the gas production increase (gpi) values which are
GPII = {gpilb, ..,gpiub} and the initial gas production increase (igpi) set IGPII = {gpilb, ..,gpiub−
gpilb−1}.
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4.1.1 Constraints

For the storage of resources over-time periods, a flow conservation constraint is used for both the
battery container and the gas container. Which means that the value of the variable is set by its
previous time periods value and this time periods increase and decrease in value [17]. When using
long time periods and the resource is not instant this can be quite inefficient, because the input and
output is upper bound by the containers previous value.

When loading there is a nonlinear increase in gas production over time from when the load is done,
this is handled by the use of a piecewise linearization of the gas production [10][18]. Also when the
loads are done with varying time between them, there are two sets of gas increase values that can be
used in the piecewise linearization. Which is used is dependant on the length of time between loads,
this is modeled with a set of simultaneous constraints.

To decide which set of values of gas production when loading is used and when to use the net elec-
tricity for positive values or negative values to get the right sell/buy price, simultaneous constraints is
used [6][19]. And when using a simultaneous constraint a big M variable is introduced, this variable
needs to be greater or equal to all the constraints involved, so it can make the constraint redundant
depending on the value of the connected binary variable. The big M variable could either be set
for each constraint based on the possible values involved or it could be set to be big enough for all
the constraints in the model. The first is preferred so that the feasible region is not unnecessarily
enlarged. The constraints that are using big M are (4.3 to 4.6, 4.7 to 4.10 and 4.17 to 4.22).

Gas production from loading biomass

The model loads biomass to the reactor l2ub− l1lb times, and the time periods between loads is
called the load delta (ld) and the time periods when the loads are done is called load time (lt). The
relation between lt and ld are for the first load ltl = ldl and for the rest of the loads ltl = ldl + ltt−1.

Then ld are further constrained by the time steps between loads (tsl) upper bound and lower bound.
Where it is constrained by 0≤ ldl ≤ tslub− ild for the first load if the initial load delta (ild) is larger
than tsllb, else the first load is constrained by tsllb− ild ≤ ldl ≤ tslub− ild. For the rest of the loads
ld is constrained by tsllb ≤ ldl ≤ tslub. The ild is equal to the final load delta ( f ld) from the previous
optimization, which is constrained by tub− ltl = f ld.

After the lt is constrained, it defines the load start (ls) which is a binary variable that represents when
a load has started. It defines it by constraining (4.1) it to be 1 for the time period that is equal to lt
for that load. And to make sure that a load only start once for all time periods the constraint (4.2) is
used.

ltl−
tub

∑
t=tlb

lst,l ∗ t = 0 ∀ l ∈ L (4.1)

tub

∑
t=tlb

lst,l = 1 ∀ l ∈ L (4.2)

The load production (l p) which is a binary variable that builds the piecewise linearization of the gas
production. From ls the l p gets what time period the gpilb should be set to 1. So for all loads and
time periods of the optimization and gpi = gpilb, l p is constrained by l pt,l,gpi = lst,l .

For the rest of the gpi, l p is constrained by l pt,l,gpi = l pt−1,l,gpi−1 to be the same value as it selfs
previous gpi and time periods value. And together with the later constraints (4.7-4.10) the piecewise
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linearization of the gas production is made.

Then to make sure that l p only is 1, once for every time period in all the loads and for all the gas
production increases the constraint ∑

tub+gpiub−gpilb
t=tlb l pt,l,gpi = 1 is used.

Now all the constraints to decide when a load starts and the binary variables for the piecewise lin-
earization of the gas production are created. The gas production needs the constraints that put the
values in the piecewise linearization. The piecewise linearization can take on two different sets of
values, which of them is used for a load is decided based on that load’s size of ld. This is done by
introducing a new binary variable, binary load production (bl p) which is 1 if ld is larger than the gas
production delta switch (gpds) else it is 0. The value of bl p is set with the constraints (4.3-4.6).

gpds≤ ldl + ild +M ∗ (1−bl pl) for {l ∈ L|l = llb} (4.3)

gpds≤ ldl +M ∗ (1−bl pl) for {l ∈ L|l > llb} (4.4)

ldl + ild−M ∗bl pl ≤ gpds for {l ∈ L|l = llb} (4.5)

ldl−M ∗bl pl ≤ gpds for {l ∈ L|l > llb} (4.6)

Then how the piecewise linearization, the bl p, the l p and the produced gas from load (pgl) all fits
together. There are a upper and a lower bound for each gas production stats (gps1 and gps2), which
is the values that is to be used in the piecewise linearization. The bounds are put on pgl such that
when bl p = 1, the pgl is bounded to be equal to the gps1′s value that has the same gpi index as the
l p for that load and time period if that l p = 1. Also when bl p = 1 the upper and lower bounds with
gps2 is redundant, but when bl p = 0 pgl is bounded to be equal to gps2′s value. And when bl p = 0
the bounds with gps1 is redundant. The upper and lower bound constraints with gps1 is (4.7 and
4.8) and the once with gps2 is (4.9 and 4.10).

gpiub

∑
gpi=gpilb

l pt,l,gpi ∗gps1gpi−M ∗ (1−bl pl)≤ pglt,l ∀ t ∈ T, l ∈ L (4.7)

pglt,l ≤
gpiub

∑
gpi=gpilb

l pt,l,gpi ∗gps1gpi +M ∗ (1−bl pl) ∀ t ∈ T, l ∈ L (4.8)

gpiub

∑
gpi=gpilb

l pt,l,gpi ∗gps2gpi−M ∗bl pl ≤ pglt,l ∀ t ∈ T, l ∈ L (4.9)

pglt,l ≤
gpiub

∑
gpi=gpilb

l pt,l,gpi ∗gps2gpi +M ∗bl pl ∀ t ∈ T, l ∈ L (4.10)

Then finally, the total produced gas from a load (t pgl) which is the increase in produced gas from all
loads, even from time periods before the optimization. This is done by using two different constraints
(4.11 and 4.12), one for the time periods when there still can be a initial gas production increase
(igpi). The igpi is equal to the final produced gas from loads ( f pgl) which is all the gas increase
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for the last 12 hours from the loads from the first 24 hours and is constrained by ∑
l1ub
l=l1lb

pglt,l =
f pglt−t1ub .

igpit +
lub

∑
l=llb

pglt,l = t pglt for {t ∈ IGPI|tlb < t} (4.11)

lub

∑
l=llb

pglt,l = t pglt for {t ∈ T |t > gpiub−gpilb−1} (4.12)

Gas production from mixing biomass

The model mixes biomass in a similar way to how it handles the loads, but since the gas increase
from a mix only effects one-time step it needs fewer constraints. The amount of mixes in the reactor
is mub−mlb, and the time periods between the mix delta (md) and the time periods when the mixes
are done is called the mix time (mt). The relation between md and mt are the constraint by mtl = mdl
for the first mix, and the rest of the mixes is constrained by mtl = mdl +mtt−1.

The md are also constrained by the time steps between mixes (tsm) upper bound and lower bound.
Where it is constrained by 0 ≤ mdl ≤ tsmub− imd for the first mix if the initial mix delta (imd) is
larger than tsmlb, else the first mix is constrained by tsmlb− imd ≤ mdl ≤ tsmub− imd. For the rest
of the mix md is constrained by tsmlb ≤ mdl ≤ tsmub. The imd is equal to the final mix delta ( f md)
from the previous optimization, which is constrained by tub−mtl = f md.

Then the mixing start (ms which is a binary variable) is constrained to 1 for the time period that is
equal to mt for the same mix, else it is 0. This is done with the constraint mtm−∑

tub
t=tlb mst,m = 0.

Then finally, the produced gas from mixing (pgm) for a time step is constrained by ∑
mub
m=mlb mst,m ∗

gpm = pgmt where (gpm) is the constant gas production from a mix. And to make sure that a mix
only starts once during the whole time the constraint ∑

tub
t=tlb mst,m = 1 is used for all mixes.

Total gas production

Now all the constraints for the gas production is set, the total amount of gas produced (t pg) needs
to be constrained. The upper bound on t pg needs to be the gas containers upper bound minus the
previous time periods gas container value (gc). For the first time period t pg is constrained by t pgt ≤
gcub− igc, where (igc) is the initial gas container value. That is from the previous optimization’s
final gas container value ( f gc), which is constrained by (4.13). For the rest of the time periods t pg
is upper bound by the constraints t pgt ≤ gcub−gct−1.

t pgt = f gc for {t ∈ T |t = tub} (4.13)

Finally, the equality constraints that defines t pg, where (pgb) is the produced gas baseline and is
done with t pglt + pgb+ pgmt = t pgt .

Gas container and used gas

After the gas is produced it is stored in a gas container, which later fuels the heat engine. The upper
bound on gc is set by the constraint gct ≤ gcub for all time periods, and for the first time period it is
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equality constrained by igc+ t pgt −ugt = gct where (igc) is the initial gas container value and (ug)
is the used gas to fuel the heat engine. For the rest of the time periods gc is equality constrained by
gct−1 + t pgt −ugt = gct .

The amount of used gas has the upper bound of how much gas there are in the gas container from the
previous time period and the ugub which set to be how much gas the motor can use when running at
max capacity for the one time period. The upper bound is set by the constraint ugt ≤ igc for the first
time period, and by ugt ≤ gct−1 for the rest. Also it is upper constrained by ugt ≤ ugub for all time
periods.

Produced electricity and battery

When gas is used to fuel the heat engine there is a constant energy loss between the engine and the
generator. The ratio of that loss is called generator efficiency (ge). And is used in the constraint
ugt ∗ge = pet that converts the gas to produced electricity (pe) for all time periods.

After the electricity is produced a battery can store it or it goes to the producer’s power grid. The
equality constraint git +bit = pet makes sure of that for all time periods. Where (gi) is the grid input
and (bi) is the battery input.

The bi and the battery output (bi) is then also upper constrained by (4.14 and 4.15), because batteries
has limits on how much electricity can be charged/used from a battery in a given time. The battery
value (bv) also has a upper bound, which is the constraint bvt ≤ bvub for all time periods.

bit ≤ biub ∀ t ∈ T (4.14)

bot ≤ boub ∀ t ∈ T (4.15)

Then finally, the bv equality constraints that uses the bv from the previous time period, increased with
the bi∗bev and decreased with the bo. Where (bev) is the battery efficiency value, which represents
the loss of electricity when charging/using the battery. For the first time period bv is constrained by
ibv+bit ∗bev−bot = bvt , where (ibv) is the initial battery value and ibv is the same as the previous
optimization’s final battery value ( f bv). And f bv is equality constrained by bvt = f bv. For the rest
of the time periods bv is equality constrained by bvt−1 +bit ∗bev−bot = bvt .

Netto electricity

Because a power grid always needs to be in a equilibrium and the producer both use electricity and
produces it which leads to them being either in having a deficit or surplus of electricity which then
needs to come/go from/to external sources, which is global power grid with the electricity market.
And depending on the producer’s contract with their power company the buy/sell prices can vary
from each other.

The model is designed to handle both by first constraining (4.16) the net electricity (ne) of the
producer’s power grid. Where (oed) is the own electricity demands, (lc) is the loading cost and (mc)
is the mixing cost.

git +bot −oedt − lc∗
l2ub

∑
l=l1lb

lst,l−mc∗
m2ub

∑
m=m1lb

mst,m = net ∀ t ∈ T (4.16)
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If the value of ne is positive the netto electricity positive (nep) should be the value of ne, while the
netto electricity negative (nen) should be 0. And the values of nep and nen should be reversed if ne
is a negative value.

This is done by introducing a binary variable (bne) that is 1 when ne is positive and 0 when it is
negative. The constraints (4.17 and 4.18) handles that.

net ≥ 0−M ∗ (1−bnet) ∀ t ∈ T (4.17)

net ≤ 0+M ∗bnet ∀ t ∈ T (4.18)

The constraining of the value of nep to ne when bne = 1, the constraint (4.19) is used. And to
constrain nep to 0 when bne = 0, the constraint (4.20) is used.

net −M ∗ (1−bnet)≤ nept ≤ net +M ∗ (1−bnet) ∀ t ∈ T (4.19)

0−M ∗bnet ≤ nept ≤ 0+M ∗bnet ∀ t ∈ T (4.20)

Then finally, the constraining of nen to 0 when bne = 1, the constraint (4.21) is used. And to
constrain nen to ne when bne = 0, the constraint (4.22) is used.

0−M ∗ (1−bnet)≤ nent ≤ 0+M ∗ (1−bnet) ∀ t ∈ T (4.21)

net −M ∗bnet ≤ nent ≤ net +M ∗bnet ∀ t ∈ T (4.22)

Non-negativity

The following variables are constrained to be non-negative t pgt , t pglt , pglt , pgmt ,ugt ,gct , pet ,git ,bvt ,bot ,bit
for all time periods.

4.1.2 Objetive function

The objective (4.23) of the model is to maximize:

Z =
t2ub

∑
t=t1lb

nent ∗ spbt +nept ∗ spst + t pgt ∗gs (4.23)

where (spb) is the spot price buy and (sps) is the spot price sell and (gs) is the gas support which is
given by the government for the gas produced from the reactor.
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4.1.3 Model discussion

While creating the model, there has been a continuous discussion about the progress and the state of
the model with FarmBioTech so that they could give feedback on it.

In general, the model is solid as a starting point to be improved on when a full-scale biogas reactor
system with the ability to log the data needed to compare and improve the model so that it behaves
more like the real system.

The parts of the model that probably will need a few iterations of improvements are the gas produc-
tion from the loads and mixes. But since the data from Kulbäcksliden only contains their yearly gas
production and the data FarmbioTech AB has produced from their experimental reactors mainly con-
tains data with loads and mixes done in fixed time periods it is hard to predict how the gas production
will look like when the loads and mixes are done with time variations.

If the gas production looks vastly different when the loads and mixes are done with time variations,
the gas production from loads could be done with more than two sets of data. And for the mixing,
it could be improved by also using different variables based on the time since last mix for the gas
production (if needed a relation between the last mix and last load could even be included).

4.2 Implementation of the model

The model will be built according to the model sections specifications as an abstract model in Py-
omo4, which is a Python-based open-source software package that is used to formulate, solve (with
external solvers) and analyze optimization models.

Because FarmBioTech’s biogas system runs on Python code, it seemed best to also choose a python
based modeling language for easier integration. The two main contenders were Pyomo [20] and Pulp
[21]. But since Pulp did not have a function to build an abstract model that could easily be changed
Pyomo was chosen.

The computer that was used to do the optimization’s has a Intel(R) Core(TM) m3-6Y30 CPU @
0.90GHz, with 4 gigabytes of ram. And the versions of the solvers can be found in table 14 in the
solver information appendix.

4.2.1 Data

All the data used will be primarily taken from a report made on a biogas reactor in Kulbäcksliden
[22], so the model uses as real values as possible. But since that report only gives the total yearly
gas production5, data from other sources have to be included to approximate the gas production per
time period. FarmBioTech has provided data from their experimental biogas reactors, where the gas
production is measured hour-by-hour (see table 9 in Data Appendix for the data from FarmBioTech).
And from that data, the gas production values from a load is created by looking at the proportional
changes in the data from when a load of biomass was done and then applying the proportional
changes to the data from Kulbäcksliden.

The time period for a optimization can be from 34 to 36 hours depending on when the new spot
prices are released. In this thesis, we will assume we have them directly so the time span of the
optimization will be 36 hours. And every hour will be divided into four time periods so in total

4Pyomo version 5.4.3 (CPython 2.7.12 on linux 4.13.0-41-generic).
5Kulbäckslidens gas production for the year 2014 was 199146 normal m3 and the electricity production for that year was

317800 kWh.
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there are 144 time periods. The reactor in Kulbäcksliden is loaded 10 times a day, 15 times per
optimization run. And with an electricity cost of 0.4583 kWh for each load. The mixing is done 8
times a day, and for an optimization, they will be done 14 times. With an electricity cost of 2.25
kWh per mix.

The gas containers volume is set to have a maximum capacity of 30 m3, and the max amount of gas
that can be used to fuel the motor per time period is set to 6.55 m3. The generator efficiency is set
to 1.933, and the reason for that is that one m3 of gas is equal to 5.8 kWh of energy [23]. And the
amount of electricity the generator produces is 1/3 of what is used to fuel the motor. The reason for
those losses is mostly due to heat, in a real biogas reactor that heat is then used in other places in
their production but is not something that is included in this model.

For the electricity buy prices a fixed cost of 0.441 KR/kWh6 is set and for the sale prices, the hourly
Nord pool spot prices[1] are used7. And for the producers own electricity demand, it is approximated
for each time period from data in a report on the energy consumption in agricultural farms [25]. And
since Kulbäckslidens reactor system does not have a battery the battery efficiency value will be set
to 0, which makes the battery redundant.

The above data will be used in all the optimization’s (see table 7 in Data Appendix for notations and
value for the data above). And the data that should be taken from the previous optimization is the
initial load delta, mix delta, the gas container and the gas production stats.

Then there are the parameters for the baseline optimization’s, where the upper and lower bound of
12 is used for the mixing. And for the loading the lower bound of 9 and the upper bound of 10 is
used, so the loading is not completely fixed the solution would always be in-feasible if both upper
and lower bound was set to 10. For the non-fix optimization’s, the lower bound of mixing will be
set to 8 and an upper bound set to 14. For the loading, a lower bound of 4 will be set and an upper
bound of 16 will be set.

The variables used in the same constraints as the big M cannot be larger than 50 and they do not
differ that much from each other. So the value used for big M in all the constraints will be 50.

6It is the cost for a business to buy electricity from Vattenfall with a 3 year contract [24].
7The spot prices are taken from the dates 2018-02-05 to 2018-02-10.
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5 Results

The purpose of this section, is to present the results of the solvers.

The problem size for all solvers in all optimizations is initially the same (see table 13 for original
size). Gurobi and Cplex pre-solving reduces the size of the problem the most. Where Gurobi is
better at reducing the row size and column size and ends up with on average 3.7% of the row size
and 1.9% of the column size. While Cplex on average ends up with 4.2% of the row size and 2.18%
of the column size. Cplex, on the other hand, performs better than Gurobi on the reduction of non-
zero elements and integer variables, where Cplex on average ends up with 9.29% of the non-zero
elements and 0.57% of the original integer variables. While Gurobi on average ends up with 10.8%
of the non-zero elements and 0.59% of the original integer variables.

Cbc and Glpk pre-solving is worse than Gurobi and Cplexs in all the areas that can be reduced. But
Cbc performs better than Glpk in reducing rows and columns by on average ending up with 7.65%
of the rows and 6.02% of the columns, while Glpk on average ended up with 30.42% of the rows
and 29.34% of the columns. And Glpk beats Cbc in the area of reducing the non-zero elements, by
on average ending up with 29.12% of the non-zero elements. While Cbc on average ended up with
67.87% of the non-zero elements.

Table 2 Problem size before and after pre-solving.

Size of Original size Gurobi Cplex Cbc Glpk
Rows 152,615 5,683 6,504 11,670 46,425
Columns 144,938 2,796 3158 8,724 42,522
Non-zero elements 867,358 93,492 80,605 588,722 23,752
Continious variables 4,035 1,963 - - -
Integer variables 140,903 833 809 - 42,081

The original problem size and the average problem size after the solver has done it is pre-solving, dashes
indicate that the solver didn’t provide the new problem size after the pre-solving.

Glpk did not find any feasible solutions in any run-time limits or with any setting (tried depth-first
search strategy with all the run-time limits).

The solvers that managed to get a feasible solution within the run-time limit of 60 minutes and with
default settings was Gurobi and Cplex. And both their results were very similar, as seen in figure
3 their summed objective values just differed by 0.12 Kr with the base optimization which is when
the loading and mixing are done within fixed time periods. And the difference between the summed
objective values of the base and the summed objective values between the non-fixed optimization’s
is also very similar, where Gurobi had a difference of 55.59 Kr and Cplex had a difference of 54.82
Kr.

Cbc on the other hand first did not find any solutions in the run-time limits of 60 minutes. But
by changing the node search strategy to always chose the node deepest in the search tree it found
feasible solutions for all the optimizations. Even though it found solutions for all the optimization’s
the gap between the valid upper bound and the solution was between 22.98% and 16.24%. Which is
quite large compared to Cplex and Gurobis gap that was smaller than 0.01% for all their solutions.
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The difference between Cbcs summed objective value of the base optimization’s and its non-fixed
optimizations are 46.10 kr, where the non-fixed optimization ran into the run-time limit. When
comparing Cbcs summed objective value of the base optimization’s to Cplex base the difference was
29.53 Kr.

Figure 3: The summed objective values of the optimizations with feasible solutions. Where the
[solvername] base means it is that solvers baseline optimization, and where the [solver-
name] non-fix means it is that solvers non-fix optimization.

The run-time for Cplex and Gurobi did not differ that much, the optimization for Gurobi that took the
longest took 351.57 seconds and the longest for Cplex took 371.57 seconds. But for Cbc, it reached
the time limit of 3,600 seconds for all the base optimizations. All the run-times and objective values
for all the solvers can be found in the Results Appendix.
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6 Discussion

The purpose of this section is to discuss and analyze the results of the solvers.

First, a needed discussion about the parameter choices that were used during the optimizations.
All the parameters were chosen to closely represent the biogas reactor in Kulbäcksliden, this was
in hindsight not that good. Because it is quite safe to assume that Kulbäckslidens biogas reactor
system was designed to operate in such a way that the gas and electricity production is very stable
and without any peaks. Which means that to be able to make more profits from the system another
design approach is probably needed, where the loads need to be fewer but loaded with more biomass
per load so that the gas production can peak during certain time periods. Also, a larger motor to
drive the generator is needed so that the electricity production also can be able to peak during the
same time periods.

Glpk did not manage to get any feasible solutions in any of the optimizations, with any settings. One
could probably try some other settings to see if the solver would start finding feasible solutions, but
since Cbc found feasible solutions for all the optimizations when the search strategy was changed it
is probably better time spent to improve Cbc. Cbcs pre-solve reductions were in most aspects larger
than Glpks which could be one of the reasons why Cbc started to find feasible solutions with an
altered node search strategy and Glpk did not. But by comparing the pre-solve results of Cbc and
Cplex one finds that there are a lot of room for improvement in the pre-solving from Cbc, especially
in the reduction of non-zero elements.

And when looking at Cbcs objective values for both the baseline optimizations and the non-fix
optimizations the non-fix objective values were in general higher. But since the objective values gap
ranges between 16.28% to 22.98% the results are not good enough, even though the Cbcs summed
objective values for the non-fix optimizations were higher than the summed baseline optimizations
objective values. Since, if the solvers were used separately the only measure of quality would then
be the gap and with a gap as large as in this results Cbcs results are not good enough.

Cplex and Gurobi perform very similarly to each other in about every aspect, and as suspected from
looking at benchmark tests of them they performed the best. They both finished the optimizations
within the run-time limit and a feasible solution with a gap that is less or equal to 0.01%.
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7 Conclusion & future work

The purpose of this section is to give the conclusion of this thesis and present some future work.

The realization that a biogas reactor system design such as Kulbäcksliden is probably not the way
to go, is a good result in itself and for FarmBioTech in general. But it is not that good for the
conclusion to the research, because a biogas reactor system that is built to be able to output more gas
and electricity during specific hours will have a very different set of parameters. Which makes the
problem very different compared to the one simulated in this optimizations.

The model will be able to handle such changes, because of its abstract nature. But it is hard to tell
anything conclusive about how the solvers will perform on such an implementation of the model.
Both Gurobi and Cplex performed well enough to be used on the implementation used in this thesis,
and by looking at the results from this thesis and benchmarks one could predict that they will also
perform well on another implementation of the model with the same run-time limit and gap tolerance.

Bot Glpk and Cbc did not reach the performance of finding a feasible solution with a gap, less or
equal to 0.01% within a run-time limit of one hour, and by looking at the results in this thesis and
benchmarks one could conclude it would not fare that well on another implementation of the model
either.

Even though Cbc did not pass the evaluation criteria, it should not be totally dismissed yet. By
tinkering with its settings, it could probably be improved a lot.

The first thing that could be done to improve Cbc, would be doing more pre-solving. Because the
fact that it only reduces it is non-zero elements to 67.87% of the original size. Which is much larger
than the rest of the pre-solvers and gives a quite clear indication that it can be done better. Cbc has
the option to do an extended pre-solve. Also the depth-first strategy is probably not the best way
to find quality solutions, so other search strategies could be tried. And when trying the new search
strategy I would look for a strategy that finds a feasible solution while also lowering the valid upper
bound. Because during all the optimization’s Cbc barely lowers the valid upper bound at all.

Another thing that could be tried to improve the performance of Cbc is to look at the solver logs and
see what cutting techniques are used and on average how many rows, elements, and columns they
cut. If some techniques are used a lot but do not cut as much as the others, it could be turned off,
and the CPU time would be used on the techniques that actually perform well.
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A Model Notation Appendix

Table 3 Decision variables
Objects Notation
Produced gas baseline pgbt ∈ R and {t ∈ T}
Total produced gas t pgt ∈ R and {t ∈ T}
Total produced gas loads t pglt ∈ R and {t ∈ T}
Produced gas loads pglt,l ∈ R and {t ∈ T},{l ∈ L}
Produced gas mix pgmt ∈ R and {t ∈ Tl}
Used gas ugt ∈ R and {t ∈ T}
Gas container gct ∈ R and {t ∈ T}
Produced electricity pet ∈ R and {t ∈ T}
Netto electricity net ∈ R and {t ∈ T}
Netto electricity negative nent ∈ R and {t ∈ T}
Netto electricity positive nept ∈ R and {t ∈ T}
Grid input git ∈ R and {t ∈ T}
Battery value bvt ∈ R and {t ∈ T}
Battery output bot ∈ R and {t ∈ T}
Battery input bit ∈ R and {t ∈ T}
Mix delta mdm ∈ N and {m ∈M}
Mix time mtm ∈ N and {m ∈M}
Load delta ldl ∈ N and {l ∈ L}
Load time ltl ∈ N and {l ∈ L}
Final load delta f ld ∈ N
Final mix delta f md ∈ N
Final produced gas baseline f pgb ∈ R
Final produced gas increase f pglgpi ∈ R and {gpi ∈ IGPII}
Final gas container value f gc ∈ R
Final battery value f bv ∈ R

Table 4 Indices
Objects Notation
All time periods and the GPI Tt = {t1lb, ..., t2ub +gpiub−gpilb−1}
All time periods T = {t1lb, ..., t2ub}
Time periods first 24 h Tl = {t1lb, ..., t1ub}
Time periods last 12 h Th = {t2lb, ..., t2ub}
All mixing M = {m1lb, ..,m2ub}
Mixing first 24 h Ml = {m1lb, ..,m1ub}
Mixing last 12 h Mh = {m2lb, ..,m2ub}
All loads of L = {l1lb, .., l2ub}
Loads first 24 h of Ll = {l1lb, .., l1ub}
Loads last 12 h Lh = {l2lb, .., l2ub}
Gas production increase index GPII = {gpilb, ..,gpiub}
Initial gas production increase index IGPII = {tlb, ..,gpiub−gpilb−1}
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Table 5 Parameters
Objects Notation
Time period lower bound first 24 h t1lb ∈ N
Time period upper bound first 24 h t1ub ∈ N
Time period lower bound last 12 h t2lb ∈ N
Time period upper bound last 12 h t2ub ∈ N
Loads lower bound first 24 h l1lb ∈ N
Loads upper bound first 24 h l1ub ∈ N
Loads lower bound last 12 h l2lb ∈ N
Loads upper bound last 12 h l2ub ∈ N
Mixes lower bound first 24 h m1lb ∈ N
Mixes upper bound first 24 h m1ub ∈ N
Mixes lower bound last 12 h m2lb ∈ N
Mixes upper bound last 12 h m2ub ∈ N
Gas container upper bound gcub ∈ N
Generator efficiency ge ∈ N
Initial gas container value igc ∈ R
Initial battery value ibv ∈ R
Battery value upper bound bvub ∈ N
Battery output upper bound boub ∈ N
Battery input upper bound biub ∈ N
Used gas upper bound ugub ∈ N
Battery efficiency value bev ∈ R
Gas production from mix gpm ∈ N
Gas production baseline gpb ∈ R
Loading cost lc ∈ N
Mixing cost mc ∈ N
time periods mixing upper bound tsmub ∈ N
time periods mixing lower bound tsmlb ∈ N
time periods loading upper bound tslub ∈ N
time periods loading lower bound tsllb ∈ N
Gas production index upper bound gpiub ∈ N
Gas production index lower bound gpilb ∈ N
Gas production delta switch gpds ∈ N
Spot price sell spst ∈ R
Spot price buy spbt ∈ R
Own electricity demand oedt ∈ R
Gas production stats 1 gps1gpi ∈ R
Gas production stats 2 gps2gpi ∈ R
Initial gas production increase igpiigpii ∈ R
Initial load delta ild ∈ N
Initial mix delta imd ∈ N
Gas support gs ∈ R

Table 6 Binary descision variables

Objects Notation
Load startup lst,l ∈ {0,1} and t ∈ T, l ∈ L
Load production l pt,l,gpi ∈ {0,1} and t ∈ T, l ∈ L,gpi ∈ GPI
Mix startup mst ∈ {0,1} and t ∈ T
Binary load production bl pl ∈ {0,1} and l ∈ L
Binary netto electricity bnet ∈ {0,1} and t ∈ T
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B Data Appendix

Table 7 Paremeter values used in all optimizations.

Notation value
gpds 9
lc 0.4583
mc 2.25
gpm 2.87
gpb 4.34
gcub 30
ugub 6.55
bvub 1
biub 1
boub 1
bev 0
ge 1.933
t1lb 0
t1ub 95
t2lb 96
t2ub 143
l1lb 0
l1ub 9
l2lb 10
l2ub 14
m1lb 0
m1ub 7
m2lb 8
m2ub 11
gpilb 0
gpiub 47

Table 8 Paremeter that varies depending on what optimization is done.

Notation Fix mixing and loading values Varying mixing and loading values
tsmub 12 8
tsmlb 12 14
tslub 10 16
tsllb 9 4
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Table 9 Gas production hour-by-hour from experimental biogas reactors.

Hours from load Gas produced normal m3

0 297
1 332
2 501
3 541
4 532
5 517
6 536
7 481
8 458
9 463
10 423
11 418
12 426
13 400
14 385
15 383
16 369
17 340
18 345
19 357
20 324
21 304
22 329
23 311
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Table 10 Electricity demand on a farm.

The time Electricity demand kWh

00.00 4.5
00.01 4.5
00.02 4.5
00.03 45
00.04 45
00.05 45
00.06 45
00.07 22.5
00.08 9
00.09 4.5
00.10 4.5
00.11 4.5
00.12 4.5
00.13 4.5
00.14 22.5
00.15 45
00.16 45
00.17 45
00.18 45
00.19 9
00.20 9
00.21 9
00.22 4.5
00.23 4.5
00.24 4.5
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C Results Appendix

Table 11 Gurobi optimization’s objective values and run time.

Optimization Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Sum
Baseline objective value 687.77 701.3 654.3 593.24 587.84 3,224.46
Time (s) 52.01 9.34 8.25 8.69 7.79
Non-fix objective value 698.48 715.16 665.76 601.23 599.41 3,280.05
Time (s) 351.57 250.67 201.17 123.22 137.56
Diff between non-fix & baseline 10.72 13.86 11.45 7.99 11.56 55.59

The objective values and run-time of the optimization with Gurobi solver. Where the baseline is the optimization
where mixing and loading is done with fixed time periods. And the non-fix is the optimization where mixing
and loading can be done with varying time periods.

Table 12 Cplex optimization’s objective values and run time.

Optimization Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Sum
Baseline objective value 687.77 701.31 654.30 593.25 587.94 3,224.58
Time (s) 64.98 8.42 7.11 5.89 7.08
Non-fix objective value 698.48 715.16 665.12 601.23 599.41 3,279.41
Time (s) 371.52 228.32 146.23 109.97 140.36
Diff between non-fix & baseline 10.72 13.86 10.81 7.98 11.47 54.82

The objective values and run-time of the optimization with Cplex solver. Where the baseline is the optimization
where mixing and loading is done with fixed time periods. And the non-fix is the optimization where mixing
and loading can be done with varying time periods.

Table 13 Cbc optimization’s objective values and gap.

Optimization Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Sum
Baseline objective value 674.82 703.05 653.34 587.93 588.87 3,208.02
Gap (%) 22.70 18.06 18.54 19.69 18.49
Non-fix objective value 674.22 718.71 659.08 606.18 595.91 3,254.11
Gap (%) 22.98 16.28 17.80 17.31 17.98
Diff between non-fix & baseline -0.61 15.66 5.74 18.25 7.05 46.10

The objective values and the gap of the optimization with Cbc solver. All the optimization’s reached the run-
time limit of 60 minutes and all the optimization’s were done on four threads.
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D Solver information appendix

Table 14 Information about the solvers.
Solver Version
CPLEX(R) Interactive Optimizer 12.8.0.0
Gurobi Optimizer 7.5.2
CBC MILP Solver 2.8.12
GLPK LP/MIP Solver 4.57

Information about the the versions of the solvers.


